Identification of novel peptidomimetics targeting the polo-box domain of polo-like kinase 1.
A series of new peptidomimetics targeting the polo-box domain (PBD) of polo-like kinase 1 (Plk1) was identified based on the potent and selective pentapeptide Plk1 PBD inhibitor PLHSpT. Unnatural amino acid residues were introduced to the newly designed compound and the N-terminal substituent of the peptidomimetic was investigated. The optimized compound 9 inhibited the Plk1 PBD with IC50 of 0.267 μM and showed almost no inhibition to Plk2 PBD or Plk3 PBD at 100 μM. Biolayer interferometry studies demonstrated that compound 9 showed potent binding affinity to Plk1 with a Kd value of 0.164 μM, while no Kd were detected against Plk2 and Plk3. Compound 9 showed improved stability in rat plasma compared to PLHSpT. Binding mode analysis was performed and in agreement with the observed experimental results. There are only two natural amino acids remained in the chemical structure of 9. This study may provide new information for further research on Plk1 PBD inhibitors.